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Abstract. It is a well-known fact that the three-dimensional axisymmetric dilata-
tion problem for an elastic space containing a spherical crack has an explicit solution,
found and analyzed in [ 1 ]—[3]. The corresponding torsion problem, however, also of
interest, has not apparently been investigated. To remedy this shortage we present
here an exact solution to this problem, which incidentally reveals a remarkable effect
concerning the stress intensity.

Denoting by (R, 9, </>) a spherical coordinate system, let a crack be situated at
R = a, 0 < 6 < 60, 0 < </; < 27r, in an elastic medium twisted at infinity. Then
the displacement vector is {0, 0, — v(R, 6)}, and the only nonvanishing stress
components are

^r> 9 fv \ G (dv \ ...t"* = grsr(r)- z»=R(ae-vcote)- (l)
where G is the shear modulus. We look for a solution in the form

v{R,9) = u(R,9) + u{R,9), (2)
where u* = aR2 sin 6 cos 6 is the displacement in the crack-free medium, and a is
the twist angle per unit length. Setting

Uj(R, 6), 0 < R < a,f U;(R, 6),u = {I uAR, 9), R>a (3)

we arrive at the following mixed boundary-value problem:

V2»- „2 " 2„ =°> W
R sin" 6

Ue —> 0 as —> oo; (5)

t^(a, 9) = T^(a, 6) = -aaG sin 6 cos 9, 0 <9<90; (6)

r%(a,9) = r^(a,9), 90<9<n; (7)
ui(a,9) = ue(a,9), 90 < 9 < n. (8)
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A solution that satisfies Eq. (4) and is compatible with the condition (5) at infinity
reads

OO / d \ n

u,=aa2^An{-) ^(cos0), 0 < R < a; (9)
n= 1
o° j

Ue=aa2^ZBn(^) K(COsd)> R>a. (10)
n= I

Here Pxn (cos 6) is the associated Legendre function [4] and An , Bn are the unknown
dimensionless coefficients. The stress continuity conditions (6)-(7) relate Bn to An
by

s» = "ST5A" » = (»)
and then (6) and (8) yield the following dual series associated with Legendre func-
tions:

OO

^2(n - l)^4ni>n1(cos0) = -sinflcosf, 0 <0<0O; (12)
n=\

OO

T,^YAnp:i(cosd) = o, d0<e<n. (13)
n= 1

This system of dual series differs from the one investigated in [5] and therefore,
according to [3], we represent the solution of (12)—(13) in the form

(14)

with y/(t) e C[0 i0o].
Substituting (14) back in (12)-( 13) and resorting to Fourier expansion in Legendre

polynomials [4] we find that (13) holds if y/(t) satisfies the condition

fe 0 t
/ <j/(t) cos — dt = 0. (15)
Jo *

After integration of (12) with respect to 6, and taking into account Mehler's
integral representation [4] with the necessary discontinuous sum for Legendre poly-
nomials [4], we obtain the Abel integral equation

r6

f0 ~ \ fo
dt dx _ . 2 „-==== = C- sin 9, 0<6<d0,

v2 cos x - 2 cos 8
(16)

where
^ ^cos(« + i)xcos(« + i)?

K{X-') = h 50TH) (, 7,
, /= 2 cos ^

and C is an unknown constant.

X X(n - x) sin — - cos — . / x- 21 sin - cos —
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Solution of Eq. (16) leads to a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind:

y/(x) - — f K(x, t)y/(t) dt = cos ~ + D cos ̂  , O<x<0, (18)
71 Jo in Z 2.

where D is another unknown constant. The kernel (17) of this equation is a degen-
erate one and thus permits an explicit solution to Eq. (18) that satisfies condition
(15) and specifies the value of the unknown constant D, namely

vM = ̂ 5x 2 sin 3 6>n + 3 sin 2 0n x
cos "o a a , ■ a \ cos T2 6(0n + sin0n) 2 (19)

The shear stress TR(jj on the surface R- a follows as

^R(j)(® 5 oidG sin 6 cos 6
i r9o--sm ef y/(t) dt

(2 cos t - 2cos0) 3/2

(20)

H—77 f y(t)(2cost - 2cos0)'/~ dtsin 6 J0 , eQ < e < n,

and the integrals here may be calculated explicitly with the aid of (19).
This formula results in an expression for the stress intensity factor ATin in the

form

Km = *R<t,\l2na(e-do)

(21)
sin30n + 3sin20n 0n 5 0n"

,.n  :——7—- cos - cos
6(0o + sin0o) 2 2

2 aa3l2G
sinl/2 90

Figure 1 (see p. 682) illustrates the dependence of /Tni = Km{aa!2G)~x on the
crack angle 60, which appears to be nonmonotonic. At 60 « 106°, Km vanishes
completely and then changes its sign. Its maximum and minimum values are at
60 « 61° and 152°, respectively; the highest value of |ATni| is at 60 = 152°.

Finally, it is worthwhile to consider the limiting case 60 —► 0, a -* oo such that
ad0 —•• b (transition to a penny-shaped crack). In that case, we find from (21)

*.,, = 3^ab'r~G- <22>

in agreement with the known result from (6).
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the normalized stress intensity factor A'm on
the crack angle
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